Introduction
The 
Mesa or AdaS).
In this paper, we discuss the classes within Choices that support process dispatching and execution, exception handling, processcontext switching, scheduling, and synchronization.
The classes provide the primitives from which higher-level layers of the operating system or application-specific systems are constructed.
Related Research
The organization of an operating system is a dimcult task. Many differentapproaches to structuring operating systems have evolved in response to advances in hardware technology and improvements in software ensineering techniques. Approaches to the structuring of operating systems [8]include a monolithic, kernel, process hierarchy,functional hierarchy, and object-orientedcapabilitystructure.
Many simple microprocessor and some early batch operating systems are structured using the monolithic approach: as a large program that invokes user programs as _subroutines."
These applications Ureturn" by requesting operating system servicein the form of a system call,by terminating, or by being preempted by a hardware interrupt. In later parts of this paper we will discuss the use of this methodology to design process management and exception handling within Choices. Subdass or inherited method.
Many current

Choices
Undefined method. an advanced interface compiler, and tools for configuring Choices systems. Once Choices is stable, the code will be placed in the public domain to promote research into customized operating systems.
